
Read the entire product insert thoroughly before using this reagent.  
The Int-Pyd should be stored at ≤ -20°C until use. 

INTENDED USE  
The Pyridinoline Internal standard (Int-Pyd) is designed for the 
determination of the recoveries of bone collagen crosslinks, pyridi-
noline (PYD) and deoxypyridinoline (DPD) in the pretreatment of the 
samples prior to analysis by HPLC.  The recoveries of PYD and DPD 
after pretreatment vary greatly depending on the nature of the sample 
and the variability of the pretreatment conditions used by different 
laboratories.  The determination of absolute concentrations of PYD 
and DPD in biological fluids requires an assessment of their 
recoveries in the pretreatment steps of the HPLC analysis. 

BACKGROUND ON INT-PYD 
Int-Pyd is a chemically modified pyridinoline (acetylated pyridinoline) 
that has the same physico-chemical properties in the sample 
pretreatment as PYD and DPD and therefore adequately represents 
recoveries of PYD and DPD.  The retention time of Int-Pyd in HPLC 
is greater than that for PYD and DPD (0.5-1 minute greater than the 
retention time of DPD).  This allows for good HPLC peak separation 
and is convenient for the monitoring of recoveries.  Recoveries of the 
Int-Pyd spiked into the individual samples accurately represents 
recoveries of PYD and DPD in normal and diseased urine samples 
with various creatinine levels. 

MATERIALS 
Contents Qty/Vol Part No. 
Int-Pyd 1x5 mL 4102 
 
Int-Pyd is provided as a “20x” solution in 90% Acetic Acid. 

 
 

STORAGE and STABILITY 
1. Store Int-Pyd solution at ≤ –20°C when not in use. 
2. Pyridinoline is photosensitive; avoid prolonged exposure to light.  
3. Int-Pyd is stable for up to 7 days at room temperature, if not 

exposed to light.  Provided light exposure is kept at a minimum, 
product may undergo up to 5 freeze/thaw cycles. 

4. Int-Pyd is susceptible to hydrolysis at low pH and should not be 
exposed to strong acids (e.g. 6N HCl) for prolonged periods of 
time. 

PROTOCOL 
1. Prepare 100-200 µL of a 1x solution of 20x Int-Pyd in 1% 

Heptafluorobutyric Acid (HFBA).  (DO NOT inject 20x solution of 
Int-Pyd directly on HPLC.) 

2. Inject 50-100 µL of 1x solution onto RP-C18 HPLC column 
equilibrated with the mobile phase used in Pyd and Dpd 
analysis.  Develop column with gradient of CH3CN as in HPLC 
analysis for Pyd and Dpd and monitor fluorescence (ex 295nm, 
em 395nm).  For absolute calibration of fluorescent signal, use 
Pyd/Dpd HPLC Calibrator, Quidel Catalog Number 8004. 

3. Calculate the integrated fluorescence of Int-Pyd (peak eluted 
0.5-1 min. after the retention time for Dpd) per 1 µL of 1x solution 
of Int-Pyd. 

4. Determine the appropriate amount of Int-Pyd spike required for 
the analysis of Pyd and Dpd according to your sample 
pretreatment protocol. 

REFERENCE PRETREATMENT PROCEDURE 
1. To 0.6 mL of urine sample hydrolyzed overnight in 6 NHCl, add 

2.4 mL of n-butanol and 0.6 mL of 1x solution of Int-Pyd in 90% 
acetic acid (NOTE:  Do not dilute Int-Pyd with 100% acetic acid). 

2. Apply mixture onto the cellulose cartridge (100 µg dry weight) and 
wash cartridge with butanol:acetic acid: water (v:v:v:)  mixture. 

3. Elute Pyd and Dpd with water and use a portion of the eluted 
material for RP-HPLC. 

4. Determine total relative fluorescence of the Int-Pyd spiked into 
the sample (steps 1-4 of protocol above) and the total relative 
fluorescence of the Int-Pyd eluted from cellulose cartridge and 
calculate the Int-Pyd recovery. 

5. Use the obtained recovery to calculate Pyd and Dpd 
concentrations in the urine sample. 

WARNINGS AND PRECAUTIONS 
1. Pyridinoline is purified from human or bovine material and should 

be treated as potentially biohazardous. 
2. Acetic acid is poisonous, corrosive and can cause severe burns.  

Avoid contact with skin, eyes, and clothing.  May be fatal of 
swallowed.  Harmful if inhaled.  Combustible.  Keep away from 
heat and flame.  

3. Int-Pyd should be disposed of in a manner consistent with 
relevant regulations. 

4. Research Use Only.  Analytical and performance characteristics 
are not established. 
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